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What parents can do to guide elementary school success
By Melissa Erickson
More Content Now

arents, as their child’s first teachers, play a key part in continuing
to shape their overall learning after they enter school.
“Your child will grow and change
tremendously through the elementary
school years. Modeling a positive attitude towards school and learning and
developing the same in your children
will help carry them through these
years, and far into the future,” said
Sascha Mowrey, assistant professor of
early childhood education at Missouri
State University. “No two children travel at the same pace through childhood,
so be flexible and communicate regularly
with your child and with school personnel.”
Being involved can help young children do well academically.
“Parents can have conversations with
children about what they are learning at
school, ask questions to encourage students to share their thinking and help
make connections between school lessons and daily life,” Mowrey said.

P

Involvement, organization and developing a routine are ways to help a child
with school. MORE CONTENT NOW PHOTO

Continue the conversation with teachers and the school.
“This is especially important if there
are concerns. The teacher will reach out
to the family, but effective communication goes both directions,” Mowrey said.
“Finally, parents can and should advocate for their own children as well as for
other students at the school and in the
community.”
One of the best ways to send children
to school ready to learn is to make sure

that their basic needs are met.
“Make sure each child is well-rested
and has a routine to start the day that
ensures they feel safe, loved and energized for the school day,” Mowrey said.
Avoid activities like television and
games in the morning as children often
do not want to leave these activities to
go to school, Mowrey said.
“Talk about the day to help the chilSEE SUCCESS, PAGE 11
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It all matters at Delaware State University

“It All Matters” is the current mantra
at the 128-year-old Delaware State University, which began within the environment of segregated society in 1891 as
the Delaware College for Colored Students. Established as a state institution
of higher education solely for AfricanAmericans, it is now the only fully state
University in Delaware and one of the
most diverse among the 100 Historically
Black Colleges and Universities in the
country. While its enrollment of more
than 5,000 students is predominately
black, it is richly integrated with significant numbers of white, Hispanic
and Asian students, faculty and staff
members.
And while its ethnic diversity matters
greatly, so does its academic diversity.
The University is accredited by the
Middle States Commission on Higher
Education (MSCHE), with its most recent reaffirmation of accreditation taking place in 2012. The University’s education, social work, dietetics, nursing, hospitality and tourism programs all
have national accreditations; its College
of Business is internationally accredited.
Students at Delaware State University have a choice of 42 undergraduate
majors and 18 graduate degrees. The
University also offers five doctoral programs in Applied Chemistry, Educational Leadership, Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics and Mathematical
Physics, Neuroscience and Optics.
Among the most popular undergraduate majors are Criminal Justice, Kinesiology, Mass Communications, Social
Work and Sport Management.
Over the last decade, research has become a high priority at the University,
where currently its robust portfolio includes the disciplines of agriculture,
neuroscience, chemistry, mathematics,
natural resources, applied optics, computer science and other areas.
In 2017, the University received a
school-record five-year $10.9 million
National Institutes of Health grant to
support its Delaware Center for Neuroscience Research, for which Delaware
State University is the lead institution in
collaboration with the University of
Delaware.
The University boasts an Aviation
Program that produces professional pilots with a 100% success rate in obtaining employment after graduation. As
the result of a $3.4 million state-fund-

ed grant, in 2019 the Aviation Program doubled its fleet of planes with the
purchase of 10 single-engine planes
and an additional twin-engine plane.
In the last decade, the University has
also significantly increased its reach
around the world through a number of
international agreements abroad.
Through these accords, its students
have taken advantage of study abroad
opportunities in countries such as
Ghana, Poland, South Korea, China,
Costa Rica, and others. Hundreds of
Chinese students travel to the institution
annually to study on its Dover main
campus. The University also conducts a
joint Accounting Degree Program with
China’s Ningbo University of Technology.
In the summer of 2015, the University completed the construction of Phase
I of an $18 million Optical Science
Center for Applied Research building,
toward which the state of Delaware
has contributed $10 million. In 2019, the
institution opened a new 620-bed residential facility on campus.

Overseeing all this diversity is its new
leader, University President Tony Allen,
who became the 12th president in the
history of the institution on Jan. 1. “My
vision is that we become the most diverse and contemporary HBCU in the

country,” Allen said. “To be a contemporary means having real-world tools to
solve real-world problems.”
It all matters at Delaware State University, where the overarching priority
is student success.
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These resolutions can be habits for success in school
items like cheese and crackers in small
containers or individual baggies so that
all the kids have to do is grab and go,”
Gavin said.

By Melissa Erickson
More Content Now

The New Year can be the perfect
time to make some improvements in
your child’s school schedule.
A key factor in academic success is
making smart and healthy choices a
habit in the household, said Dr. Mary
Gavin, a pediatrician and senior medical
editor at KidsHealth.org.
She recommends a routine each day
that includes time for:
1. A healthy breakfast.
2. Physical activity and exercise after
school, so that kids have a chance to let
off steam before settling down to do
homework.
3. Homework.
4. A regular bedtime that allows for
enough sleep depending on a child's age
and needs.
To make the routine easier, Gavin recommends planning meals ahead of
time, communicating with teachers and
making sure health problems that can
be controlled don’t become more of an
obstacle to your child.

Communicate with teachers

Healthy meals and snacks are part of the routine for a successful school year.
MORE CONTENT NOW PHOTO

Plan meals ahead
The change in schedule doesn't just affect kids.
“Planning ahead is really the key to
getting meals on the table,” Gavin said.
“Plan your meals before the start of the

week so that you know what's for dinner each night. Grocery-shop for everything on your list the weekend before.”
Prepping food on the weekend can
help save time during the busy week.
“Wash salad greens and cut up veggies
and fruit. Store healthy snacks or lunch

“A parent is a child's best advocate,”
Gavin said.
If you weren’t able to in the fall, start
the New Year by sharing important information about your child, or maybe
you need to inform the teacher about
any changes your child has experienced.
“Tell teachers about any health problems, food allergies or special needs that
your child has – especially those that
may affect learning,” Gavin said.
If your child needs special accommodations, parents should set those
up for a child ahead of time.
“For example, some kids with vision
problems need to sit closer to the chalkboard, others may need more time for
tests. If your child needs accommodations such as these, you may need to request a 504 Plan. If your child is struggling in school, talk to your teacher

SEE HABITS, PAGE 8
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Navigate the college admissions
process without losing your mind
By Bill O'Neill
TeenLife.com

A lot has changed since today's parents
went through the college application
process.
Start with the delivery and availability of information.
“It used to be that you needed to be on
a school's mailing list to get any kind of
information at all,” said Ann McDermott, admissions director at the College
of the Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts. “Now, there's just an explosion
of information everywhere. The depth
and breadth of information is wonderful, but it can also be overwhelming.”
Another shift is that today's parents
tend to be much more involved.
“It's become more of a communal
event,” McDermott said. “There's stress
that builds up with that sharing.”
With college applicants and their
families dealing with more information,
complication and competition than ever
before, how do you get through the
8process without pulling out your hair?
“Start early, work on your project
consistently, and be open-minded in
your process,” said Stephanie Kennedy,
an independent educational consultant
and founder of My College Planning
Team.

Information overload?
There may be a ton of it to sort
through, but getting information is a
good thing.
“We read everything, and we went to
about eight colleges and took tours,” said
Julia Ziobro of Bellevue, Washington, a
documentation manager and mother of
two.

Reduce the stress of the college
search with a strategy to manage all
the information available while
agreeing on how much parents will be
involved. TEENLIFE.COM PHOTO

Her daughter, Joanne Moseley, found
a wealth of information at her high
school, which held workshops on the application process, financial aid and decision-making.
A college’s website is the best place to
get information that's factual and up to
date. For the schools that catch your interest, a visit is essential, so you can really understand the “feel” of the campus.
“When you tour the campus, ask
questions of your tour guide: what they
do on the weekends, what is the food
like, housing, etcetera,” said Carrie
Thompson, associate director of admissions at Clarion University of PennSEE ADMISSION, PAGE 8
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about an educational evaluation,” Gavin
said.
Parents can work with educators to
design customized 504 educational
plans that legally ensure students with
physical or mental impairments are
treated fairly at school.
If you need help explaining a child’s
situation, KidsHealth.org has Special
Needs Factsheets for educators that explain how certain health problems may

ADMISSION
FROM PAGE 7

sylvania. “The more questions you ask
during your college process, the better
you get to know each university and the
more comfortable you will be with your
final choice.”

Outside advice?
Some families choose to hire education consultants to help find the college
that’s a best fit academically, socially and
financially. The cost of these services can
range from a few hundred to a few
thousand dollars, said Kennedy, and
many consultants will work with families on a sliding scale or do some pro
bono work.
Some high schools have counselors
who can provide that kind of service, but
independent counselors can help fill
any gaps. Local librarians can be very
good at helping to track down and navigate resources, McDermott said.

The role of parents
As tempting as it is to get heavily involved, parents should remember that is
the student’s process, said McDermott.
“The student should be filling out
the forms and, whenever possible, they
should schedule appointments and
make travel arrangements,” she said.
“Parents need to learn how to sit in the
backseat and give up the steering wheel.”
Ziobro looks back and can think of one
thing she’d change. Her daughter applied to 20 colleges.
“I wish that she’d gotten serious about
her dream schools and had narrowed her
applications down to 10 or fewer
schools,” Ziobro said. “As it was, she got

affect learning.
“These are great for parents to give to
teachers. We have many health conditions including asthma, diabetes,
ADHD, food allergies,” Gavin said.
Visit kidshealth.org/en/parents/classroom/factsheet.
“Share anything about your child’s personality that you think would be helpful to know, such as your child’s preferred
learning style, individual strengths or
challenges. Also, ask the teacher about
expectations for the class so that you can
support and reinforce those messages at
home,” Gavin said.

accepted to 12, waitlisted for four, and
rejected by four and still struggled to decide on Smith – where she is very happy, thank goodness!”
One way parents can help ratchet
down the stress is to limit the number
of conversations about the process. McDermott recommends picking one day
a week for family talk about colleges.
“Otherwise it can become an all-consuming conversation, and fatigue and irritation will set in,” she said.

Stress reduction

Having a plan is a key part of the
process, said Debbie Zugates, assistant
vice president for undergraduate admissions at Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh.
“Knowing deadlines can help make
the process feel more manageable,” she
said. “Admissions and financial aid
counselors can walk you through the
process so you can feel well-informed.
Talk to friends and family who have recently been through the process to get
their insight.”
Stay organized throughout the
process, said Barry N. Liebowitz, managing partner of International College
Counselors.
“Between multiple classes, homework, extracurricular activities and other responsibilities, life can get stressful,”
he said. So, find a system that works for
you, including a calendar or planner and
binders.
But stay balanced by finding some
time to relax.
“Whether it’s doing yoga, going to a
movie or listening to music, it’s important to unwind,” said Liebowitz.
A final tip from McDermott: “I think
keeping a sense of humor always helps.”
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Paving the way to college:
4 things parents need to know
Senior year: It's a time to finish college applications, solidify friendships and look forward
to the freedom and the responsibility that come
once that final bell rings. A lot of feelings surface during that final year, especially for parents. While your son or daughter might be
overjoyed to finally fly the coop and live independently, you'll probably be dealing with your
own mix of emotions, and you'll want to be
sure they're ready to begin college in the fall.
For families with a child headed to college,
senior year is best thought of as a transition
year. Plan ahead to make sure your family stays
on track.
To help you and your child with a successful
transition, here's the essential list of landmarks
on the road that will take your child from a
senior in high school to a freshman in college.

1. Apply yourself in the fall
The journey to college begins early, and by
the fall of senior year in high school, your child
should be in full transition mode. They should
be finishing campus visits and finalizing the
list of colleges where they want to apply. Make
sure they've spoken with admission counselors,
thoroughly researched schools they're interested in and have everything they need to complete their college applications.
Keep tabs on important deadlines and stay
organized to avoid missing any critical due
dates. For example, will they want to apply early decision or early action? If so, make sure you
have weighed how this could impact your financial plan for college.

For families with a child headed to college, senior year is best thought of as a transition year. Plan ahead
to make sure your family stays on track. BRANDPOINT PHOTO

ing their credit scores. Calculators are also
available to help you explore your options and
see how you can customize the loan payments
to fit your budget.

2. Focus on financial aid from the start
For many parents, one of the biggest anxieties around college is the cost. Don't forget
that the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid opens on Oct. 1, and some aid is awarded
on a first-come, first-served basis. Make sure
you submit the form as soon as it's available.
Because everyone has different needs, figuring out how to finance your child's education
requires some research.
At College Ave Student Loans, you can find
private loan options for parents and students.
Even if you're not ready to take a loan out yet,
parents and students can try out the fast and
easy pre-qualification tools to find out if their
credit pre-qualifies for a loan, and what interest rates they could expect, all without impact-

3. Spring time is decision time
Early in the spring, your child will start to receive their first acceptance letters. Once they've
heard from all of the schools where they applied, they'll have a big decision to make.
They need to do more than just decide which
school to attend; they'll also need to send in a
deposit, complete their housing form and accept financial aid packages.
A crucial step in this process is comparing
award letters from the colleges where your
child has been accepted. In reading these letters, pay close attention to how schools list the
total costs. For instance, some schools will subtract the awarded loan amount from the total
cost of attendance, while others will not. This

could make the net cost of some schools appear
less than others when in reality they are not, so
take your time reading the documents.

4. Tie up everything in the summer
Before they head to campus, you and your
children should create a budget to keep tabs on
college bills. This will help you to stay on track
financially and set the right expectations about
how they need to manage their money.
You can help your soon-to-be freshman by
working with them to outline a monthly budget
that will take into account expected and unexpected expenses. Take a look at their financial
aid packages and any income they might be
earning and block out the monthly mandatory
expenses. Then decide how much money they
can spend on things like entertainment.
-- Brandpoint/College Ave Student Loans
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Ways to limit tech addiction
Phones, tablets and computers are so appealing to most children, but tech
overuse and addiction can affect a child’s health, mainly through lack of sleep,
said Dr. David Greenfield.
He’s the founder and medical director of the Center for Internet and Technology Addiction and an assistant clinical professor of psychiatry at the University of Connecticut School of Medicine.
“Screen use is eating away time from other aspects of life and taking away
from balanced living,” he said.
Advocating for a digital detox is not the answer because we need our
screens, but there are many ways to be less tethered to them, Rosen said:
n Turn off as many notification alerts as possible. That little jolt of sound
and/or vibration is negatively jarring and hard to ignore.
n Don’t spend more than 90 continuous minutes using a screen outside
of work or school. Afterward, take a 10-minute break.
n Limit the amount of icons on your home screen, and hide games and
other time-wasting apps in folders on the second or third pages of your home
screen.
n Turn your phone to grayscale, which will potentially make the phone
less appealing and stimulating.
n At bedtime, tell children and teens to leave their phones outside their
bedrooms, and not to use a phone as an alarm clock.

SUCCESS
FROM PAGE 3

dren know what to expect,” especially
if there is a special class like physical education, an event or a change to transportation or after-school plans, Mowrey
said.
“Try establishing a routine to make
sure that lunches/lunch money, glasses and other school needs are in a single location and do not get left behind,”
she said.
For elementary school children a
considerable portion of organization is
being prepared.
“For young students that means thinking about what you will need ahead of
time and making sure that you can find
it. As students get older, that also includes taking care of items and keeping
them accessible and clean,” Mowrey
said.
Establishing a simple and consistent
routine and central location for school

items will help with this.
“Parents can model gathering up all
the items the child needs, if they are very
young, or talk the child through gathering their items and placing them in a
school bag. At the end of the school day,
parents and children can discuss any
items coming home from school, and
plan how to take care of any action items
such as permission slips and gym shoes
before the next school day,” Mowrey said.
Younger students are not ready for formal tests and will likely take very few.
“The teachers will be assessing them
using observation, note-taking, listening
to student thinking as well as studying
the work that they create for class assignments,” Mowrey said. “If your child
has knowledge tests, encourage them to
practice in a way that is fun for them,
rather than high pressure. Focus on
tricky, confusing items and how the
student can use strategies for remembering patterns and details. Use handson materials to engage them.”
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